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BREAKING THE WALL OF DENIAL
As a result of increasing and
unremitting activism on the part of
Armenians worldwide, governments of
the world have taken notice and become
far more conscious about the tragic
history of the Armenian people.
Furthermore, countless Turkish
individuals, captivated by the
relentlessness of Armenian activism
have begun to critically examine their
own history. This effect is the result of
a multifaceted and organized campaign
to end the denial of the Armenian
Genocide.
A steadily growing number of
intellectuals and activists within Turkey
are speaking out about the importance
of facing their country’s past and
recognizing the Genocide committed
against the Armenians. In a country
built on an extremely nationalistic
ideology, where there is no freedom of
speech, where minority rights are
curtailed and where the founding
generation is seen as sacred, speaking
out about one of the greatest crimes
against humanity can get you
ostracized, thrown in jail, or worse.
Prominent examples of ultranationalistic and reactionary behavior
can be seen in the firebombing of the
offices of Ragip Zarakolu, the
prosecution and eventual expatriation
of Orphan Pamuk and the cold-blooded
assassination of Hrant Dink. These
violent and tyrannical acts, however,
have not stopped the truth from
gradually being brought to light.
Seeing the extortive rhetoric from
the government of Turkey directed
towards the world –such as threats to
cut access to military bases or ending
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trade relations – revealed as baseless,
more and more nations have found the
moral courage to reaffirm and condemn
the Armenian Genocide.
Still, the views of those progressive
minded scholars within Turkey remain
an incredible minority within a mélange
of nationalist influences that dominate
the country. Turks are raised with the
understanding that Turkey is
surrounded by enemies and that no
critical self-examination can exist
without insulting Turkishness. We
cannot foresee any real progress within
Turkey until there is a sincere
examination of the means to which the
Republic was established; on the ashes
of the Armenian population. Further,
while the act of recognition is
commendable, it is only the first step
towards restitution for the crime of
Genocide.
Unfortunately, 92 years after the
tragedy of the Armenian Genocide, very
few survivors remain who are able to
hear the words of outspoken Turkish
individuals who acknowledge the
Genocide and reject its denial. The
burden rests with the descendents of the
survivors who continue to educate
others and refuse to allow the memory
of their ancestors to be lost to the annals
of time.
For Armenians the responsibility
remains to continue the struggle against
denial, but also to be ready to reinforce
those voices of truth emanating from
Turkey. For Turks who genuinely want
to see a better future for their nation, the
burden for them is to amplify their voice
and message in speaking the truth about
their nation’s Genocidal past.
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#owhannes :ovmanyani 8Parygyntan9
dibarin bes5 Abril 246u ,ovdow a3s dari al
bidi =amane1Californio3 Ha3 hama3nku ancam
mu yvs ir badrasdov;ivnnyru gu dysne Abril
246u hancaman0ren timavorylov hamar1
A3sbisow5 avantagan govsagxov;ivnnyrn ov
zanazan gazmagyrbov;ivnnyr 2y-k62y-ki irynx
garylin i cor/ gu tnyn Abril 246i untovnylov;ivnu
o4[ ;e mia3n ar=anavor unylov hamar5 a3l nayv
lsyli tar2nylov Amyriga3i dara/kin1 Irynx
garcin‘ Ha3 ka.akagan cor/i[nyrn al g\a[agxin
a3s cor/in5 irynx wargu ha3ov;yan m0d par2r
bahylov nbadagow1An,ov,d a3s mi]oxin harg e
3i,yl5 or g\a,qov=ana3 a-yvdovri cor/u5 0rinag‘
y-aco3nu5 Abril 246i amynanaqundrova/ co3nyru5
avyli gu waja-ovi kan ,akaraqdi jaru5
orowhydyv ,r]anis me] avyli Mercedes yv BMW6nyr
gan kan ,akaraqde darabo. martig1 Isg
waja-ki yrgrort amynen ‘nd-ova/u‘
hacovsdy.enn e5 wyr]abes a3s polor 2y-nargnyrovn
ka3lar,avnyrovn yv po.oknyrovn ,ad havanagan
yryvo3; e gin gam amovsin jarylu1A3s qa-nija.anj
ampoqen gar/ys nor ha3ov;ivn mu gu =a3;ki me]dy.
pyrylow nor temkyrow yv nor mda3nov;yan der
an2yr1A3s 8Abril 249i ha3yrovn hamar Abril 24
timavorylu mah ov gynax qntir e5 orowhydyv irynk
a3s megu gu hamaryn orbes ha3gaganov;yan
amynapar2r 3adgani,1Pa3x a3s martigu ov..agi
8an2nazoh9 martig yn1Anonk timavorov;yan
a-;iv‘ po.oki =amanag5 #isovsu gu karozyn5 gam
kani mu .ovrov, tizylov hamar‘ anonk sigari yv
0.ii yrygonyr gu gazmagyrbyn yv gam al gu
pavararovin irynx inkna,ar=yru zartara/‘
‘o.oxnyru [a’[‘ylow1
Ji,t e5 or ca.ov;is 8Ys Ha3 ym9 uso.nyru
a3t 0r grnan kow6kowi cal5 saga3n Abril 246i
harxu5 xy.asbanov;yan jana[man harxu mia3n
[e41An5 =o.owovrti mu bahan]adirov;yan
rahwira3 e1 Ha3 =o.owovrtu5 ;eyv ancidagxapar5
hamaqmpovylow ancam mu yvs gu 3i,yxne =o.owovrtis

;e mynk myr iravovnkin dern ynk1:e nyrga3
Ha3asdanu5 oru mia3n 10% 6e Syvri ta,nacrow
myzi ,norhova/ ho.yrovn5 Ha3 =o.owovrtin
bahan]adirov;ivnu [i cohaxnyr1Nyrga3
Ha3asdanu angaq e‘ pa3x o4[ azad5 an ga,gantova/ e5 orowhydyv inknapav [e1An bedk
ovni ir Syvri sahmannyrovn5 o|vr yn‘ Naqi]yvanu5
}avaqku5 Arxaqn ov Aryvmdyan Ha3asdnu1Amen
ancam or p-ovnxkovink5 2y-k 2y-ki dank yv
ba3karink a43s nbadagow myr my-ylnyrovn
hocinyru‘ Der Z0ren5 garinen ;e Sasna
ly-nyren5 irynx me] niv;agan wyh cnahadagan
zcaxovm bidi nyr,n[yn5 orowhydyv bidi na3in
a3s syrovntin yv bidi dysnyn ;e mynk ty4bahan]ader ynk yv gu bahan]ynk myr martga3in
iravovnku1A3l q0skow‘ mynk gar[a/ ynk a3n
idyalnyrovn5 orovn hamar irynk zohovyxan1A3s e
so3n badja-u or Abril 246u sosg 8Abril 249i
ka3lar,av [e5 mi0rya3 po.oki 0r [e5 Abril amsovan
dy.i ovnyxo. mi]ygy.yxagan araro.ov;ivnnyr yv
mi]miov;ynagan 2y-nagnyr [yn5 a3l‘ abrovm e5
gyanki tro3; e yv nyr,n[ovm5 anxyalu gyntani
bahylov abrylagyrb5 avantu ‘oqanxylov mi]ox5
min[yv or artarov;ivnu cdne ir j,marid ov.in7
yv a3s garyli [e iraganaxnyl 0rovan mu me] a3l
harg e za3n wyra/yl ocy.en dyslagani‘ hasnylov
hamar niv;aganin1
)4n5 Ha3 yridasart i s’iv-s a,qarhi yv
ha3ryniki5 babyrovt sovrp avantu ura/ orbes
ocy.en nyr,n[ovm‘ y.ir bahan]adirov;yan
syrmnaxanu yv anwhad xane iravovnki yv bahn]ki
syrmyr qoban hocinyrov me]5 mad.a, yv
ancidagix mdkyrov me]5 xane4 amynovrek yv 0r
mu5 bidi ca3 a3n Carovnu‘ yrp n,yninyru bidi
/a.gin ha3ox a,qarhi me]5 ta,dyru grgin
/lar2agyn5 jovdu 2ac hane5 aracilu ir po3nu
noroce5 irignamovdi go[nagu ha3 civ.axin ygy.yxi
gan[e777 yv ha3u‘ al [\yrce 8Carovn a 2ivn a
a-yl91
#owig Candilyan
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CRYPTO ARMENIANS
SILENT SURVIVORS OF GENOCIDE
Today, many Diasporan-Armenians travel to
Turkey and visit the historic cities of western Armenia
with the hopes of seeing the ruins of cities and
monuments as well as gaining a better understanding
of their ethnic roots. Along with the photographs of
churches, and fortresses, many people return with the
experience of being approached by individuals who
initially identify themselves as Muslim Turks but later
quietly reveal their identities as ethnic Armenians,
often with secret Christian names. While these stories
seem like isolated incidents of a handful of ethnic
Armenians in the faraway regions of Turkey, the
reality today is that the number of ethnic Armenians
in Turkey is far greater than most people, and
governments, realize.
Ethnic Armenians in Turkey are divided into three
general categories ranging from Armenians who
publicly acknowledge their identity to those who
deliberately hide their family origins. The first
category of Armenians are those who publicly identify
themselves as Armenian and maintain contacts with
the community in Istanbul. There are approximately
ten thousand “official” Armenians living in the eastern
provinces of Turkey. Similar to other Christian
minorities, reports indicate that they are often
subjected to harassment and threats of physical harm
due to their religious beliefs and ethnic origins.
Compared to other categories, it is easier to monitor
the status and population of this group of “official”
Armenians.
The second category are the “Islamized”
Armenians consisting mostly of Pontian and
Hamshen-ian people who converted to Sunni, Islam
in the 17th and 18th centuries. While the Pontian and
Hamshen communities are fairly large and
themselves diverse, there are vast discrepancies in the
exact number of people within these communities
that have Armenian origins. Many estimate that there
are tens of thousands to over a million Pontian and
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Hamshen Armenians in Turkey. The growing research
on these communities suggests that they have strong
ties to Armenian culture and language. For example,
the Hamshen Turkish dialect borrows many words from
Armenian such as khaghog (grapes), khentzor (apple)
and hatz (bread); there are also reports that some
Hamshen families have incorporated into their
Hamshen culture the religious feasts of Vartevar and
Verapokhoum. In recent years, the Hamshen
communities have begun to identify themselves as a
distinct cultural group within Turkey.
The third category of people with Armenian origins
are the “Crypto-Armenians” who converted to Islam
under the threat of physical extermination during the
massacres prior to and during the Armenian Genocide.
These crypto-Armenians are often considered the
children and grandchildren of Armenian orphans that
were taken in by Kurdish and Turkish families during
the Armenian Genocide. According to documents
found in the United States archives, in 1921, there were
over 95,000 Armenian orphans living throughout the
cities of Anatolia. Today, these Armenians live
throughout the cities and villages of central and western
Turkey, in historic western Armenia, but hide their
ethnic identities among the local Kurdish and Turkish
population. It is difficult to assess the number of
“crypto-Armenians” due to their unrecognizable ethnic
transformation that is outwardly Turkish or Kurdish
and inwardly Armenian. The most conservative
estimate of the number of “crypto-Armenians” begins
at thirty to forty thousand and the more liberal
estimates reach several hundred thousand.
The crypto-Armenians are the most noteworthy
group because they have changed their religion and
ethnicity publicly but remain Armenian Christians
internally amongst their families. Within their homes
it is possible to find a lost religious heirloom from their
Armenian Christian heritage as well as practices of
Armenian customs. Similarly, they have maintained

some knowledge of the Armenian language, including,
in some cases, their local village dialect of Armenian
(par-par). In the 1990’s, during Kenan Evren’s military
rule, there are many reports that the Turkish army
attacked and devastated 729 Kurdish and Christian
villages; while the ethnic origin of the Christian villages
is unspecified, it is likely that this number includes
“crypto-Armenian” communities.
The enduring existence of crypto-Armenians is
further strengthened by public discussions taking place
in the field of literature. In recent years, a number of
Turkish authors have published memoirs portraying
their family histories that
include Armenian relatives.
While these books do not
address the truth of the
Armenian Genocide, they do
point towards the existence
and survival of cryptoArmenians both in the
villages of Anatolia as well as
in the urban centers of
Istanbul and Ankara. In
several interviews, the late
Hrant Dink, editor of the Agos
newspaper, often remarked
that he often received
requests from people seeking
to find their Armenian roots
and their family histories.
This growing discovery of
Armenian roots in the urban
centers and the continued
expressions of identity in the
Anatolian countryside undeniably point toward the
existence of a large and underground Armenian
population in Turkey.
This existence and growing information about the
crypto-Armenian population means that the remnants
of the Armenian Genocide are more than ancient
Armenian churches, monuments, and lost cities – the
historic lands of western Armenia include a vast
Armenian population that continues to survive. Within
their hidden knowledge of family histories, local village
dialects and customs lies the indigenous culture of
western Armenia. This population struggles to
maintain and conceal their national roots; however,

their existence is continuously at risk of further
assimilation and absorption into Turkish society.
The growing right wing extremism and the
simultaneous erosion of secularism in the modern
Turkish Republic create risks for the entire Armenian
population in Turkey. The murder of Hrant Dink in
the streets of Istanbul, the harassment of Christians and
the continued expression of anti-Armenian sentiments
in Anatolia signal that the Turkish society is intolerant
and threatening towards religious and ethnic
minorities. During a recent memorial service for Hrant
Dink in Istanbul, gun shots were fired near the
courtyard church, perhaps as a
warning to all Armenians.
Today, particularly after the
murder of Hrant Dink,
Armenians that live in the most
progressive cities of Turkey live
with a silent fear.
With these factors in mind,
the Diaspora must recognize
that its efforts for recognition
of the Armenian Genocide are
also a campaign to establish
basic civil and human rights for
the Armenian population in
Turkey, including the cryptoArmenians. By demanding
recognition and justice from
the Turkish government, the
Armenian Genocide issue
serves as a catalyst to free the
Armenians throughout Turkey
from fear of retaliation for
expressing their ethnic identity. The only way to end
ethnic and religious intolerance is for the government
of Turkey, as well as the overall Turkish society, to come
to terms with its history and recognize that a large
segment of its population are the children of Genocide
survivors.
By calling for Genocide recognition, the Diaspora
sends a strong message to all Armenians throughout
Turkey, that while they struggle to maintain their
identities, we will continue to advocate on their behalf.

“THE DIASPORA MUST
RECOGNIZE THAT ITS
EFFORTS FOR RECOGNITION OF THE ARMENIAN GENOCIDE ARE
ALSO A CAMPAIGN TO
ESTABLISH BASIC CIVIL
AND HUMAN RIGHTS
FOR THE ARMENIAN POPULATION IN
TURKEY”

ARF “Shant” Student Association,
http://www.ARFShant.org
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ORHAN PAMUK
Orhan Pamuk is the best-know
n novelist in Turkey. His boo
k entitled
Snow was on the New York Tim
es’ 2004 best-seller list and he
recently
received the 2006 Nobel Prize
in Literature. Yet, in 2005, he
faced up
to three years in prison for vio
lating Article 301 of the Turki
sh Penal
Code, a retroactive charge giv
en the law went into effect fou
r
months
after the comments he was trie
d for were made.
During an interview on Februa
ry 6, 2005 with the Swiss new
spaper
Tages Anzeiger, he stated tha
t “30,000 Kurds and 1,000,00
0
Armenians were killed in the
se lands and nobody but me
dares to talk
about it, and the nationalists
hate me for that.” However,
Pamuk’s first time speaking
this was not
out on Turkish policy. Throu
ghout the mid ‘90’s, he took
human rights and freedom of
a critical stand for
thought in Turkey. Because
of his radical thinking, his boo
burned at demonstrations, his
ks have been
photos shredded at rallies and
he has received numerous dea
th threats.
When Pamuk was charged it
sent shockwaves throughout
the
wo
rld
Turkey’s eligibility to join the
and his case was viewed as a
test of
European Union. Charges aga
inst him were finally dropped,
22, 2006; after the Justice Mi
on January
nistry decided against issuin
g approval for the trial to pro
ceed.
QUOTE: “We are all respon
sible for his death, but above
all those who still defend Ar
insist it should stay are guilty
ticle 301 and
- those who launched a cam
paign against Hrant Dink as
the Turks and marked him out
an enemy of
as a target.”
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TIMELINE OF
JUSTICE
AND RECOGNITION
APRIL 24, 1965: DEMONSTRATIONS IN YEREVAN
On the fiftieth anniversary of the Armenian Genocide, up to a million people spontaneously take to the streets
of Yerevan demanding official recognition of the Genocide on the part of Soviet authorities. Protestors chant
‘Our Lands! Our Lands!’ and ‘Justice! Justice!’ in what becomes the first major mass expression of dissent in
the Soviet Union. To stem the tide of discontent, officials in Moscow agree to allow the construction of the
Tsitsernakapert memorial dedicated to the victims of the Armenian Genocide.

1960S: THE MOVEMENT FOR GENOCIDE RECOGNITION
From the Middle East, to Europe, to the Americas, Armenian communities throughout the diaspora begin to
move from simply mourning the victims of 1915 to calling on the world to recognize the Genocide and demanding
retribution from Turkey.

JANUARY 27, 1973: DIPLOMATS SLAIN IN SANTA BARBARA
Georgen Yanikian, a 77-year old writer and Genocide survivor, shoots and kills the Turkish consul general to
Los Angeles and his assistant in a Santa Barbara hotel. This individual act marks a turning point in the Armenian
community and symbolizes the confined anger felt by many over the denial of justice to the Armenian people.

MARCH 6, 1974: UNITED NATIONS REMOVES ARMENIAN
GENOCIDE LANGUAGE
The UN Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of National Minorities removes
reference to the Armenian Genocide in its report, following heavy pressure from the Turkish government.

1975-1985: ZINYAL BAYKAR
Armenian resistance groups carry out a prolonged series of attacks on Turkish officials and diplomatic missions
throughout the world. Their aim is to call international attention to the crimes committed by the Turkish
government against Armenians and to attain reparations and restoration of Armenian lands.

APRIL 29, 1982: CYPRIOT HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES RESOLUTION
House of Representatives unanimously adopts resolution condemning the deportation and annihilation of the
Armenian people.

JUNE 1982: FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE SHOAH
AND GENOCIDE, TEL AVIV
A major conference on genocide studies was to take place in Jerusalem in which six of the 150 lectures were to
be on the Armenian Genocide. After intense pressure by the Turkish government, the Israeli Foreign Ministry
urged various institutions and individuals involved in the conference to withdraw their support. As a result,
Elie Wiesel, the keynote speaker, and numerous others refused to attend the conference and it was eventually
moved to Tel Aviv with only half of the expected number of participants.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

AUGUST 10, 1983: WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES RECOGNIZES
ARMENIAN GENOCIDE
The World Council of Churches calls for the public recognition of what took place during the Armenian Genocide “in
order that they do not continue to engender violent acts of retribution, and that through remembering the history of
the Armenian people other peoples might be spared a similar fate.”

APRIL 13-16, 1984: PERMANENT PEOPLES’ TRIBUNAL VERDICT
The Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal convenes in Paris to examine the case of the Armenian Genocide. The Tribunal’s
panel of experts finds Turkey guilty of committing the crime of genocide against the Armenians and calls upon “the
Turkish state to assume responsibility, without using the pretext of any discontinuity in the existence of the state to
elude that responsibility.”

JUNE 19, 1985: ARGENTINE SENATE DECLARATION
The National Senate calls on United Nation to back request to include the murders of 1915 in the prescriptions of the
Convention of 1948 condemning genocide. In a vote of 14 to 1, the UN Sub-Commission on Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities adopts a report referring to the extermination of Armenians in 1915 as
an example of genocide. It becomes the first time that a UN document officially recognizing the Armenian Genocide
becomes adopted.

AUGUST 29, 1985: UN SUB-COMMISSION RECOGNIZES ARMENIAN
GENOCIDE
In a vote of 14 to 1, the UN Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities adopts a
report referring to the extermination of Armenians in 1915 as an example of genocide. It becomes the first time that
a UN document officially recognizing the Armenian Genocide becomes adopted.

JUNE 18, 1987: EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT RESOLUTION
The European Parliament adopts a resolution on “a political solution to the Armenian question.” It recognizes the
events of 1915 as genocide and calls on Turkey to do the same.

SPRING 1995: ACADEMIC’S SERVICE TO TURKISH GOVERNMENT
EXPOSED
In their article entitled “Professional Ethics and the Denial of the Armenian Genocide,” published in the journal
Holocaust and Genocide Studies, authors Roger W. Smith, Eric Markusen and Robert Jay Lifton examine the extent
of Turkey’s campaign of denial. In particular, they expose a memorandum by Dr. Heath W. Lowry addressed to the
Turkish ambassador in Washington, D.C., in which Lowry offers advice on how to best go about denying the Armenian
Genocide. Their expose sheds light on the propaganda services provided by a handful of academics to the Turkish
state.

APRIL 14, 1995: RUSSIA RECOGNIZES THE GENOCIDE
The State Duma of the Russian Federation condemns the perpetrators of the 1915-1922 Armenian Genocide.

APRIL 20, 1995: BULGARIAN PARLIAMENT PROCLAMATION
Parliament commemorates the “80th anniversary of the Genocide of the Armenians”

JUNE 21, 1995: BERNARD LEWIS CONVICTED IN PARIS FOR DENYING
THE GENOCIDE
The well-known Orientalist and Professor Emeritus at Princeton, Bernard Lewis, is condemned by a French court for
statements he made during a 1993 interview with the newspaper Le Monde, denying the facts of the Armenian Genocide.
The court found that “his remarks, which could unfairly revive the pain of the Armenian community, are tortuous
and justify compensation.” Lewis was symbolically fined one franc and Le Monde was ordered to reprint portions of
the French court judgment, which appeared two days later.
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APRIL 25, 1996: HELLENIC PARLIAMENT RESOLUTION
The Greek Parliament establishes April 24 as the day of commemoration of the genocide of Armenians by Turkey.

JUNE 13, 1997: ASSOCIATION OF GENOCIDE SCHOLARS PASSES
RESOLUTION
The International Association of Genocide Scholars, the world’s leading organization of experts on genocide,
unanimously passes a resolution affirming the historical facts of the Armenian Genocide and condemning its denial
“by the Turkish Government and its official and unofficial agents and supporters.”

MARCH 26, 1998: BELGIUM SENATE RESOLUTION
The Belgium Senate calls on “the Turkish government to recognize the historic reality of the genocide committed in
1915 by the last government of the Ottoman Empire.”

APRIL 24, 1998: STATEMENT OF SCHOLARS ON THE ARMENIAN
GENOCIDE
150 prominent scholars and writers, including such names as Harold Pinter, Howard Zinn, and Susan Sontag, sign
a statement affirming the historical facts of the Armenian Genocide and denounce the Turkish government’s denial
as “morally and intellectually corrupt.”

MARCH 29, 2000: SWEDEN RECOGNIZES THE ARMENIAN GENOCIDE
The Swedish Parliament passes a resolution stating that, “An official statement and recognition of the Genocide of
the Armenians is important and necessary.” It goes on to characterize recognition of the Genocide as an important
step for the stability and development in the Caucasus.

NOVEMBER 16, 2000: ITALIAN PARLIAMENT RESOLUTION
Italy’s Chamber of Deputies passes a resolution recognizing the Armenian Genocide and urges Turkey to do the
same in order to ease tensions between peoples and minorities in the Caucasus.

JANUARY 29, 2001: FRANCE RECOGNIZES THE ARMENIAN
GENOCIDE
French President, Jacques Chirac, and French Prime Minister, Lionel Jospin, sign a resolution passed by the
parliament publicly recognizing the Armenian Genocide of 1915.

APRIL 24, 2001: COUNCIL OF EUROPE RECOGNIZES THE ARMENIAN
GENOCIDE
The Council of Europe adopts a declaration calling on all members to properly recognize the genocide perpetrated
by the Ottoman Empire against the Armenians. It hopes international recognition will lead the way for a similar
admission on the part of Turkish authorities and, thus, lay the groundwork for regional peace, security and stability.

SEPTEMBER 27, 2001: VATICAN DECLARATION
Joint declaration from Pope John Paul II and Catholicos Karekin II, remembering the 1.5 million victims of the first
genocide of the 20th Century.

DECEMBER 16, 2003: SWITZERLAND RECOGNIZES THE ARMENIAN
GENOCIDE
Switzerland’s National Council “recognizes the genocide of the Armenians in 1915” in the name of justice for its
victims and preventing other crimes against humanity.

JANUARY 28, 2004: NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE SETTLEMENT
NY Life resolves more than 2,000 insurance policies issued to Armenians in the Ottoman Empire prior to 1915. New
York Life pays all valid claims relating to these policies and also contributed at least $3 million to Armenian civic
organizations. The total value of the settlement is $20 million.
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MARCH 26, 2004: URUGUAY COMMEMORATES APRIL 24
The Senate and House of Uruguay’s Parliament adopts a bill marking April 24 the “Day of Remembrance for the
Armenian Martyrs” slain in 1915.

APRIL 21, 2004: CANADA RECOGNIZES THE ARMENIAN GENOCIDE
The Canadian House of Commons officially acknowledges the Armenian Genocide of 1915 and condemns it as a
crime against humanity.

NOVEMBER 30, 2004: SLOVAKIAN PARLIAMENT RESOLUTION
Parliament recognizes the Armenian Genocide and calls it a crime against humanity.

DECEMBER 21, 2004: HOLLAND CALLS FOR RECOGNITION
Holland’s House of Representatives passes a resolution calling on the government to “continuously and expressly
raise the recognition of the Armenian genocide within the framework of its dialogue with Turkey.”

FEBRUARY 6, 2005: ORHAN PAMUK REFERS TO THE KILLING OF A
MILLION ARMENIANS
In an interview with the Swiss newspaper Das Magazin, bestselling Turkish novelists Orhan Pamuk, is quoted as
saying, “thirty thousand Kurds and a million Armenians were killed in these lands and nobody but me dares to talk
about it.” The Nobel Prize-winning author would later be tried under Article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code for
making these remarks. Although charges against him are ultimately dropped, Pamuk’s prosecution attracts
international attention.

FEBRUARY 2005: US AMBASSADOR REFERS TO THE ARMENIAN
GENOCIDE
In several public gatherings within Armenian-American communities throughout the United States, U.S. Ambassador
to Armenia, John M. Evans, speaks candidly about the events of 1915 and refers to them forthrightly as genocide.
As a result, President George W. Bush summarily removes Evans from his position as ambassador to Armenia on
May 24, 2006.

OCTOBER 12, 2006: FRANCE PASSES LAW CRIMINALIZING
GENOCIDE DENIAL
National Assembly adopts a law penalizing denial of the Armenian Genocide.

JANUARY 19, 2007: HRANT DINK MURDERED IN ISTANBUL
The well-known editor of the Turkish-Armenian newspaper Agos, Hrant Dink, is assassinated in front of his
newspaper office in Istanbul. Dink was most well known for speaking openly about the Armenian Genocide in
Turkey and being prosecuted on three separate occasions under Article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code for “denigrating
Turkishness.”

MARCH 9, 2007: TURKISH POLITICIAN CONVICTED FOR DENIAL IN
SWITZERLAND
A Turkish nationalist politician, Dogu Perincek, is found guilty by a Swiss court for denying the Armenian Genocide
in a 2005 speech. He is given a 90-day suspended sentence and fined $2,460 under a 2003 Swiss law criminalizing
the denial of genocide.
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others throughout this issue are
written by Nora Injeyan.
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HRANT DINK: MORTAL
Although the publication in which
this article is printed will surface nearly
four months after the assassination of
Armenian journalist, Hrant Dink, I hope
that it will propel more than emotions,
and equally, I hope that those emotions
are not ones of anger, loss, or worst of
all confusion and despair; I am hoping
that this piece will be read as a reminder
for how the deliberation and action we
are hopefully consumed with at the
present moment was thus strengthened
and fortified.
I received news of Hrant Dink’s
death through an e-mail entitled “sad
day.” And the event, as it should have,
espoused immediate worldwide grief
and anguish. The pain felt by those

closest to him is thus unimaginable and
no banal phrases of supposed
understanding of that grief will be
strewn by this author as no words of
solace can possibly placate that pain.
Yet, what the all too-impressionable
youngster, Ogun Samast, (who I think
was robbed of whatever adolescence he
could have had when he acquiesced to
conspire and carry out the intentions of
the misinformed and hate-driven
individuals who probably feared the
legal consequences had they committed
the crime themselves) had not yet
learned upon firing his gun, is that
bullets may penetrate, harm and
permanently injure bodies, but they are
incapable of silencing ideas. Hrant Dink
was an embodiment of ideas, and thus
remains impenetrable. Let us then not
fixate our gaze upon the photos of his
now still body, but let us stare at and
devour with our eyes his words, thus
keeping them in perpetual motion and
allowing them to take flight with and
through our actions.
Hrant’s words were penned daily,
for he was the founder and editor of
“Agos” the only bilingual Armenian and
Turkish weekly newspaper, which
served as a forum for critical and
substantive reporting and journalism
regarding the nature of what Armenian
genocide recognition meant not only for
Armenians, but the political imperatives
it represents for the Turkish psyche—for
Turkey’s own conciliation with its past

on its present trek towards
democratization and an open-society
that segments of its population
desperately seek in their near future.
Turkish journalist and human rights
activist Murat Celikkan was quoted in
an article written by Yigal Schleifer
(posted by the Jewish Telegraphic
Agency on Jan 25 2007) to have said the
following about Hrant Dink, “I don’t
know anyone else like him who raised
his voice for minorities and democracy
in Turkey… Intellectually he was a very
important figure for Turkey. We don’t
have anyone else like him.” Him—
Hrant, in his death, attracted what was
reported in the western media as an
unprecedented Turkish response of
remorse, culminating in the chanting of
“We are all Hrant Dinks” by Armenians
and non-Armenians alike.
This act warrants some reflection
for several reasons. First, that sort of
claim would only be appropriate whilst
acting as Hrant Dink. Invoking his
figure amidst the dizzying confusion
and sadness which blanketed Turkey
seems understandable, but now, postceremonial remembrances and
gatherings are we, each one of us, living
up to the legacy of Hrant Dink? The
Hrant who was dedicated to the tireless
pursuit of a truth despite his absurd
sentencing under Turkish penal code
301, the Hrant who tried to convey
truths about Turks to Armenians and
Armenians to Turks so as to broaden the

MAN, IMMORTAL IDEA
discourse of both peoples in what has
been and will continue to be an
emotionally daunting road towards
Recognition and Reconciliation was
thus invoked by the masses when they
uttered “We are all Hrant Dinks” amidst
their sobs and wails.
Frankly, I do not know how many
Hrant Dinks are in my purview,
although I remain convinced that
through our actual reading and
understanding of his texts and articles,
and through our embodiment of the
messages he disseminated, for instance
his interpretation of how he saw the
debates regarding his trial (the charges
of which were eventually suspended) as
positive advancements for Turkey in
that they indicated political dissent, and
through that, the opportunity for true
change, growth, and progress, that we
may in our own way keep Hrant Dink
alive as an inspiration for our own
political commitments. Whether that
means continually pushing for answers
about the firing of former U.S.
Ambassador Evans for his embodiment
of acting like Hrant Dink when he spoke
the truth and termed the events of 1915
as genocide, or equally working towards
opposing the (re)nomination of Richard
Hoagland for Evans’ post, given the
former’s denialist stance about the
Armenian genocide, we can all work
towards acting in Dink’s manner. The
opportunities for us to live up to and,
why not, to surpass Dink’s legacy are

within our immediate grasp, in fact they
are waiting to be seized and triumphed,
yet it is up to all those who easily
chanted the phrase, and even those who
did not, to live up to the difficulty of
enacting Hrant Dink. But again, one
cannot enact a personality about whom
she remains ignorant. It was thus with
great enthusiasm that I read about the

Hrant Dink archive that is to be
compiled and housed at the Library of
Congress wherein a hard copy of
materials will be available for
referencing and re-referencing to satiate
the appetites of activists who seek
inspiration from the Idea that could not
be laid to rest.
January 19, 2007, was, as the
subject of my e-mail described it, a sad
day. But the saddest scenario would be
if we equated sadness with the memory

of Hrant Dink. The funeral oration
practice of the ancient Athenians,
known as an epitaphios, was skillfully
utilized by orators in rallying citizens
upon the loss of a beloved and famed
leader. It was most useful when what
had been internalized as a tragedy by
the people was actually reconstructed as
their most opportune moment to reflect,
unite, engage in dialogue and assess
where they were and where they were
headed. As this article will be printed
as part of a commemorative April 24th
issue, it is this author’s hope that not
only the Armenian community, but all
those who deem deliberation as
imperative within the political realm,
will be commemorating the passing of
H. Res 106, realizing that it is not a
victory in and of itself, but that it is only
the first of many arduous battles to, as
the Armenian National Committee of
America proclaims one of its campaigns
to be to “end the cycle of genocide.” If
that has happened, then, truly, we as the
inheritors of Dink’s legacy will have
reconstructed the tragedy of his death
as a moral victory not only for
Armenians, but for Turks alike in what
would be the first step towards their
journey of an open, progressive and
democratic society.
Article was written by Noushig Karpanian.
Noushig is a second year graduate student
in the Politics Department at the University of California, Santa Cruz

HrantDink funeral in Instanbul
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45 minutes...
By Ani Garibyan
The time it takes to drive from
Gyumri, Armenia to Kars, Turkey is
approximately forty-five minutes if you
cross through the border. Due to the
blockade that Turkey has imposed on
Armenia, the forty-five minute drive
takes eighteen hours. I, along with ten
friends went on a pilgrimage to our
historic homeland that is now located in
Turkey. Let me take you through our
trip to Western Armenia and try to
explain to you how much of our culture,
history, heritage and identity has been
destroyed.Our journey began when we
climbed into a Mercedes van in Yerevan
and headed toward the border of
Armenia and Georgia. The ride to the
border was an easy and comfortable one.
In contrast, the roads of Georgia—
especially on its southern end—were
rough. The historian traveling with us
explained that this particular road had
not been re-paved since 1991. This road
leads not only to the Turkish border, but
also drives through the southern end of
Javakhk.
Once we reached the border
between Georgia and Turkey, the
deputies asked all of us to get out of the
van. They searched the van, while we
were filling out paperwork and going
through a medical exam. The deputies
constantly looked at us, especially the
females, as if it was their first time
looking at the opposite gender. That
hour was the creepiest one of our
journey.
Finally, we were in Western
Armenia. We drove up a hill and, at its
peak; all you could see were hills and
hills of green grass, clear skies, and a
beautiful sunset. A few hours later, we
had reached Kars. The buildings of Kars
are very similar to that of Gyumri and
Yerevan, with its Tuf stone and distinct
architecture.
Forty-five minutes west of Kars is
Ani, which is best known for its 1001
churches and monasteries. During Ani’s
boom in the 1200’s, there were over
100,000 Armenians living in the city.
On that warm summer day, there were
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no more than ten structures remaining,
most of which were half-standing, and
only eleven Armenians were visible in
the city. This once great capital has now
become a place for cows to graze. Of
course, the Turkish government saw a
handful of Armenian-Americans as
threats, and so sent two men to follow
us around as we journeyed through Ani.
Three structures stood out in
particular in Ani. The Church of St.
Gregory of Tigran Honents is the most
decorated Armenian Church I have ever
seen. Inside, there was no speck of
white; every inch of the church was
colorful with religious paintings and
icons. Over those paintings, you can now
find graffiti, mainly people’s names.
Nearby is the Church of the Redeemer.
This is the tall, cylinder shaped church
that looks as if it was cut directly in half.
Most of the frescos have been destroyed
and the walls were, again, covered with
graffiti. If you look through one of its
windows, you can see Ani’s Mother
Cathedral. It is difficult to describe the
sheer size of the cathedral. You read
about how big Greek temples are or how
beautiful Italian churches are. The same
can be said for Ani’s Mother Cathedral.
The structure is missing its dome and a
side section, yet once you step inside and
look up, you truly appreciate the time
and work that went into building these
structures. Most of Ani has been
destroyed by the Turkish government in
hopes of erasing all traces of Armenian
history and culture. Today, the people of
the surrounding villages not only scroll
on the walls of theses elaborate churches,
they also take the crumbled stone and
mend the walls of their own homes.
Van is a few hours drive from Ani.
It is known for its courageous people and
how they fought off the Turkish attack
in 1915. While under Ottoman rule,
Aygestan was where the Armenian
quarters were. Above Aygestan is an
Urartu Fortress and it was from here that
the Turks would attack the people of
Van. I got a better appreciation for the
people of Van because I realized how
difficult it was to fight off an army
attacking from above. Today, all traces

of the Armenian quarter have been
destroyed, except for their tunnels. The
people of Van had dug tunnels
underneath their homes as a form of
protection from the Turks. The traces
of these tunnels are evident. The local
Kurds told us that ever since the
Armenian quarters were destroyed,
Turkey tried to build mosques on the
same land, but each time they finished
the building it would collapse. Today,
Aygestan is gated up because locals
believe that it is haunted.
Van is also known for an island by
the name of Akhtamar. On Akhtamar
lies the Holy Cross Church. This is

Mr. Sarkis and family
in Arapgir

where Khrimyan Hayrig resided. With
a forty-five minute boat ride, we reached
Akhtamar. Two years ago, the church
was full of carvings of religious icons.
The facade of the church was also full of
bullet holes because Turkish police
would use the church as target practice.
In 2005 the church was closed for
“renovations” with the assistance of
UNESCO. Today, the church is
completely austere. The beautiful
carvings of the church are now covered
by machine cut stones. The church now
has no character and no reference to
Armenians. Not only has Turkey
covered up Armenian culture, they now
can continue their lies claiming the
church to be Byzantine, Assyrian or
Greek … but never Armenian.
Mush was a very populated region
in Eastern Turkey. The new town was
built adjacent to the old Armenian
quarter. Across the hill we found a

graveyard that was dug up and
destroyed. This graveyard was the burial
grounds of Armenian freedom fighters
including Kevork Chavoush. Mush is
also known for The Holy Apostles
Monastery created in 306 AD, located in
the Taron region. Armenians would
journey there for spiritual healing. It
truly was a journey because in order to
reach the monastery, you would have to
climb up a mountain for at least an hour
and forty-five minutes. From the
research we had done, we were expecting
to see a huge monastery. When we
reached the top of the mountain we saw
two semi-standing structures, a Kurdish
village and a lot of sheep grazing the
land. The village elder came to us
wondering what we were doing and
asked if we had come back for gold.
Apparently, the Turkish government had
tricked the Kurds of Eastern Turkey into
believing that Armenians buried gold in
the graves of their families. In every
Armenian cemetery throughout Turkey,
most tombstones have been destroyed
and graves dug up in search of gold; a
clever means of removing any remnants
of Armenian remains and history. The
village elder told us that in the 1960’s
Turkish officials used explosives to
destroy the monastery. He also
explained that when Armenians lived
there, life was better for them and that

Armenian Church in Ani

the landscape was full of fruit trees, olive
trees, and vegetables. Now, there is
nothing but brush, cows and sheep.
Most have heard or read about
Siamanto and Metsarents, two great
Armenian writers; these and many other
writers and artists came from the region
of Agn near present day central Turkey.
Agn is probably one of the most
beautiful regions we visited. Located at
the banks of the Euphrates River, Agn
has luscious green trees and gorgeous
homes that were once Armenian. The
town was once surrounded by thirtythree churches but, today, all but one
have been destroyed. The one that
remains has been converted into a
museum and no longer resembles an
Armenian church.
Near Agn is Kharpert, a once grand
city full of Armenian intellectual life,
literature and business. Almost all
traces of Armenian life have been
destroyed. We saw one structure that
used to be an Armenian church but it
was in such bad condition, we could
hardly make out what it was. American
diplomat Leslie A. Davis was stationed
in Kharpert during the Genocide and he
wrote about the horrible massacres of
the region in his book, The
Slaughterhouse Province: An American
Diplomat’s Report on the Armenian
Genocide, 1915-1917. In his book, he
speaks of a Lake called Goljuk (Dsovk
in Armenian) where there were piles of
dead Armenian bodies on the shore and
in the lake. Lake Goljuk is now a resort
area.
Thousands of years of Armenian
history, heritage, and culture has been
destroyed by the Turkish government
and its citizens. Yet there were three
regions we visited that gave me hope
that perhaps not all is lost.
One Armenian symbol that has
not been decimated is Nemrut
Mountain. Nemrut Mountain is
known for its ruined sculptures of
ancient Pagan-Armenian gods that
remain on the mountain. We did not
visit that end of the mountain.
Instead, we ended up on its peak, by
the lake. This mountain was once a
volcano and, throughout the years, the
crater kept filling with water;
becoming a big lake. This is where
Armenian freedom fighters such as
Serop Aghpiur, Soseh Mayrig, and
Arapo would frequent; we got to swim

in the lake as they did. This was not a
tourist spot. There was no Kurdish
village or Turkish official visible for
miles. We were all alone with the
spirits of our heroes.
The second Armenian figure that
gave me hope was Mr. Sarkis and his
family who live in a town called
Arapgir. We went to Arapgir in search
of an Armenian church, but the locals
told us that no such thing existed any
more. Instead, they showed us to a
house where an Armenian family
currently lives. In fact, it was the only
Armenian family we encountered
throughout our journey. Sarkis is now
95 years old, an Armenian Genocide
survivor with one of the strongest
spirits I have ever come to know. His
home was full of Armenian
embroidery, religious text, and family
photos. He told us stories about
Turkish officials arresting him several
times for no apparent reason and that,
the last time they did so, he ended up
dragging the policeman by the ear to
police headquarters. He said that he
would never leave his home and his
land. They offered us tahn and fruits
from their garden. Right then and
there, I did not feel as if I were in a
foreign land…I felt at home.
The greatest Armenian cultural
symbol that can never be destroyed is
Mt. Ararat. We drove up the mountain
until it became too rocky to continue
and decided to hike up a bit in order
to get closer to this icon. After about
forty-five minutes of hiking, we ended
up in a grassy area where we saw two
Lombardy Popular trees (Bardi Tsar),
just like the ones we see in almost
every painting of the mountain. These
trees are symbolic to Armenian culture
because they are considered “toast
trees” (Genatsi Tsar) and they live up
to 120 years. On the banks of the
mountain we drank the water flowing
down; it was clear, needed no filter
and tasted sweet and crisp.
The government of Turkey tried to
destroy an entire race, history, culture,
and heritage, yet they have not
succeeded and never will.
Visit our lost homeland. It will
give you a newfound perspective
on the importance of cause and
our lands—and what we need to do
to get them back.
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TURKEY’S PEOPLE GRAPPLE
WITH UNJUST LAW
By Itir Yakar
Growing up in Turkey until
the age of 15, I didn’t know any
Armenians.
In fact, it wasn’t until I
moved to the United States and
became a minority myself that I
learned about my home
country’s rich yet uneasy ethnic
and religious makeup.
When I came here I knew
two things about Armenians.
One was a familiar Turkish
sound bite: They perished in
exile in 1915 after they
collaborated with the Ottoman
Empire’s enemy in World War I,
the Russians. The second was
that you could know somebody
was Armenian by the “-yan”
suffix in their last names. This
last one was offered by a history
teacher.
I certainly was not prepared
for the anger some of the
Armenians I met here had
toward Turks, nor did I know the
pain in their history. They said
my ancestors had implemented
a campaign of genocide against
the Armenians, which the
Turkish government denies to
this day.
On Jan. 19, Armenian
journalist Hrant Dink was
murdered after publicly arguing
for years that there had been a
genocide. Dink, 52, the founding
editor of Turkey’s sole Armenian
newspaper, was shot pointblank in the head and neck on a
busy Istanbul street. He was
killed for his courageous
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assertion of freedom of speech
and human rights in Turkey probably by someone who had
never read his columns.
Just months before his
murder, Dink was convicted
under Turkey’s controversial new
law that makes it a crime to
“insult Turkishness.” Those
convicted under the law can be
imprisoned between six months
to three years. Dink received a
suspended six-month prison
sentence.

301 of the Turkish Penal Code.
Turkish law lets private citizens
bring charges against others they
suspect of breaking the law. In
most cases, including Dink’s,
ultranationalist lawyers brought
the charges.
In his final column,
published a day after his murder,
Dink recounted how he was
called in to the Istanbul mayor’s
office in 2004 and warned that
his writings might create a tense
atmosphere in the country.

The law prescribes additional
jail time if the purported insults
are made through the media or
abroad.
As a Turkish citizen working
as a journalist in the United
States, I am subject to this law.
But I find inspiration in Dink’s
life, as I hope other writers will
inside and outside of Turkey.
According to a 2007
Reporters Without Borders
report, 65 people, including
numerous journalists, have been
prosecuted under the law, Article

He also wrote about the
hundreds of death threats and
hate mail he had been receiving.
Dink said he was particularly
disturbed by one sent from the
city of Bursa, near Istanbul,
because it warned of imminent
danger. He noted that he had not
received any results after turning
the letter in to local prosecutors.
“2007 will probably be a
more difficult year for me,” he
predicted in the column.
“Prosecutions will continue, new
ones will begin. Who knows what

other injustices I will be faced
with.”
Dink described living in a
state of psychological torture
after his conviction but still had
the utmost faith in Turkey. He
had resolved not to leave for
Western countries.
“Comfort would bother me!”
Dink wrote. “It wasn’t in my
nature to leave ‘boiling hells’ for
‘ready heavens.’”
In the days since Dink’s
murder, many Turkish officials
promised to bring his assailants
to justice. But it seems
convenient for a government
that passed a law so blatantly
anti-thetical to freedom of
conscience and expression - and
stood by as Dink received death
threats - to now turn around
and decry his murder.
The truth is the law against
“insulting Turkishness” cannot be
the will of a confident nation.
Such a country would welcome
opposing views and unpopular
speech, as Turkey should do, and
not make it a crime to utter them.
The Turkish public should
demand that lawmakers
immediately repeal the 2005
law. Pending cases brought
under the law must be
dismissed. So must the
remaining cases against Dink.
For Dink’s mourners, a beam
of light has given us hope in
recent weeks. It is the thousands
of Turkish citizens who took to
the streets to condemn Dink’s
murder and the 100,000 across
ethnic and religious backgrounds
who attended his funeral in
Istanbul last month.
Dink’s killers surely did not
anticipate that their bullets would
mobilize thousands to declare
“We’re all Armenian, we’re all
Hrants!” at his funeral,

declarations unimaginable until
that day.
The thousands must not let
up. They must preserve their
united spirit to demand some
real answers into the ugly forces
of hatred and intolerance that
resulted in Dink’s politically
motivated murder.
The investigation that has
been started should be
conducted according to the

“I FIND STRENGTH
TODAY IN THE
100,000 PEOPLE
WHO TRAILED
DOWN THE STREETS
OF OLD ISTANBUL
ON THE DAY OF
DINK’S FUNERAL, A
PROCESSION THAT
PROMISED HOPE.”
highest standards. This is even
more crucial after news broke
across Turkish media that
Turkish police officers who
arrested Dink’s killer first
offered him a congratulatory
welcome and took photographs
with him with a Turkish flag.
The Turkish public’s next
challenge should be to help
create peaceful forums of open
discussion on the subject of the
massacre of the Ottoman
Armenians at the turn of the
20th century.
It is all too easy to label as
traitors those who challenge the

official government line, as Dink
did, and characterize their views as
“insults on Turkishness.” In my
mind, the real insult on
Turkishness is the creation of an
atmosphere in which journalists
and the public at large cannot voice
their opinions for fear of
persecution and death.
Dink became the 62nd
journalist to be killed in Turkey
since 1909. It must stop now.
Journalists should be encouraged
to keep on writing freely, not be
forced to check their surroundings
for possible threats as Dink was.
Finally, Turkey should start
acknowledging and teaching its
children that its minorities including Armenians, Kurds,
Greeks, Assyrians, Roma, Alewites,
Jews and Christians are not a threat
to the physical and social unity of the
country and that, quite to the contrary,
Turkey is all the richer for it.
I, for one, don’t know if I will
forgive myself for not writing this
column when Dink was first
charged with and convicted of
betraying his country. Looking
back, I must have resigned to that
sense of “what I have to say won’t
change anything,” that I had no
way of reacting other than
bafflement. Today, I no longer
have the luxury.
I find strength today in the
100,000 people who trailed down
the streets of old Istanbul on the day
of Dink’s funeral, a procession that
promised hope.
I also find hope in the dozens of
people I’ve met in the San Francisco
Bay Area since Dink’s murder who
have mobilized to work toward a
new dialogue between Armenians
and Turks.
Itir Yakar was born in Istanbul, Turkey.
She currently covers the California
Supreme Court for the Daily Journal.
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ELIF SHAFAK
Growing up in the 1980’s as the
daughter of a Turkish diplom
at, Elif Shafak
felt compelled to reflect on his
tory and began to explore the
plight of the
Armenian people.
As the bestselling author of the
first Turkish novel to directly
confront the
Genocide, Shafak has been act
ive and outspoken on various
‘taboo’ issues
in Turkey. She is a staunch cri
tic of ultranationalism and rig
id ideologies,
including those coming from
the Kemalist elite.
In 2006, she was charged un
der Article 301 for “insulting
Turkishness”
because of a reference to the
Armenian Genocide made by
character in her novel, The Ba
a fictional
stard of Istanbul. However,
the charges against her were
September at the request of the
lat
er
dro
pped in
prosecutor in her case. The tria
l was widely scrutinized by the
of freedom of expression in Tu
EU as a test
rkey.
QUOTE: “I find it sad that som
e Turks can’t talk about 1915,
that ours is a society with col
We haven’t come to grips wit
lective amnesia.
h our past, nor have we recogn
ized how bitter the Armenia
their grief goes unacknowled
ns are because
ged. I would like Armenians
to forgive and forget one da
Turks need to remember firs
y, too, but we
t.”
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Fight the
Genocide Denial
Machine
The Turkish
Government uses
various means to deny,
distort, and delude its
history. You can help
bring the Turkish
government to
justice by visiting…

unitedhumanrights.org

WHY WE PROTEST
“FIRST THEY IGNORE YOU, THEN THEY RIDICULE
YOU, THEN THEY FIGHT YOU, THEN YOU WIN.”
- MAHATMA GANDHI
By Vache Thomassian
Every year on April 24th the streets of numerous cities
worldwide become captivated by hundreds of thousands of
Armenians and human rights activists alike, demanding
justice for the crimes of 1915. The anger, frustration and
disappointment expressed at a world which continues to deny
a part of our past, resonates deafeningly. Taking to the streets
is our means of expressing to the government of Turkey that
our struggle will not end without proper recognition and
restitution. Furthermore, protesting allows an amplification
of our voice through media, a means by which we can reach a
previously oblivious audience. In this manner protesting has
a certain educational effect.
A very important aspect of the protest is the ability to
stand shoulder to shoulder with those who share a common
history, a common cause and a common desire for justice.
The capacity to say, “We are the descendants of Genocide.
We will remember our martyrs and we will not stand for
denial of their existence,” creates a sense of unity and a sense
of fraternity.
Skeptics and critics may be quick to point out that the
Turkish Consulate is empty on April 24th (perennially closed
on that day to celebrate “Turkish Children’s Day”), as if their
physical presence would be the only thing that validated the
demonstrators’ efforts. The knowledge that the
representatives of the Republic of Turkey refuse to face the
descendants of the Genocide they deny, should serve as
fodder to continue and fortify our struggle.
It is naïve to expect a single demonstration of any size to
change the current landscape of the world and have decades
of denialist propaganda evaporated without a fight. However,
the work of the true champion of truth does not begin and
end on April 24th. Protests can be ignored, our voices can be
diluted through lessened media coverage, marginalizing and
containing us. We can not allow ourselves to simply feel
fulfilled by one day of “activism.” Those in power, those who
deny our history have come to expect and anticipate our

actions. They know that once a protest is concluded, once
everyone goes back to the comfort of their homes and the
monotony of their daily lives, that 90% of the people involved
will sit complacently… waiting until the next April 24th. Even
though there are intensely passionate and concerned
individuals, the majority of people will do nothing more.
Protests cannot be stand alone conceptions; they must
be founded in a larger Movement based on strategy,
forethought and planning. In the case of the demand for
Armenian Genocide recognition, the April 24th Protest finds
itself in a larger scheme of the Hai Tad work carried out by
organizations like the Armenian National Committee of
America (ANCA) and the Armenian Youth Federation, who
commit not just a single afternoon, but rather every day of
their existence towards the fruition of Hai Tad, the
betterment of Armenia and the strengthening of our
communities.
Our strength is yet to be seen in its full capacity, our voice
yet to be unified and amplified and until then…the world
continues on its course.
I admire those with the political will and determination
who time after time attempt to activate and motivate our
communities; their work is sacred and it is righteous.
However, a certain sense of responsibility must be delegated
to those who feel powerless, those who feel their voice is lost,
and those who don’t believe they can make a change.
It is through protest that we show our solidarity and our
strength as a community. It is through protest that we show
our commitment to our cause. It is through protest that we
expose the crimes of history which have not yet healed. It is
through protest that we motivate the apathetic while
reinvigorating ourselves. It is through protest that we speak
the truth.
However, it is through collective action and commitment
after we get home from our protest that we will be able to see
results.
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BOOK REVIEW
BREAKING THROUGH THE WALL OF DENIAL
A Shameful Act: The Armenian Genocide and the Question of
Turkish Responsibility
by Taner Akcam
Metropolitan Books, $18.50
ISBN# 0805079327

Staffwriter
In his latest work, Taner Akcam breaks through the
traditional wall of Turkish scholarship by impartially and
objectively examining the culpability of Turkey in committing
and denying the Armenian Genocide. By incorporating archival
material from British, German, U.S. and Ottoman records he
studies the events through multiple lenses and shows the
deliberate intent to annihilate the Armenia population of Anatolia.
Rocked by a series of humiliating military defeats, Akcam demonstrates the desperation of
the Ottoman leadership, choosing genocide as an answer to the collapse of their Empire. He
debunks the claim that the killing of Armenians was simply a byproduct of war, revealing, instead,
a centralized and planned program of extermination.
The book is divided into three parts which look at various aspects of the Genocide. Akcam
follows the chronology of events detailing the rise of the Armenian Question, the treatment of
ethnic and religious minorities, the development of the Committee of Union and Progress, as
well as the rise of Turkish nationalism. Subsequently, he investigates the decisions that led to
the Genocide and their implementation.
Akcam further uses the evidence of post-WWI military tribunals as proof of Turkish
responsibility. He even quotes Mustafa Kemal as stating that, ‘’ [Ottoman leaders] should have
been brought to account for the lives of millions of our Christian subjects ruthlessly driven en
masse from their homes and massacred.’’ (The title of the book, in fact, comes from an early
speech made by Kemal, condemning the massacres of Armenians as “a shameful act”).
This book is a direct challenge to the modern Turkish policy of genocide denial. It is a must
read for Armenian activists, those who wish to understand the crime of genocide and Turkish
individuals who seek to move forward and remove the veil of denial imposed on them by their
unrepentant government.
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GET
INVOLVED
WITH

AYF

become a member
volunteer
register as an
alumni

MAKE SURE YOU VISIT OUR
NEW WEB SITE:

WWW.AYFWEST.ORG
GO TO THE “GET INVOLVED” SECTION TO JOIN, REGISTER, AND
SIGN-UP FOR OUR MAILING LIST ONLINE FOR UPDATES
ON EVENTS AND VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES!

DONATE
The Haytoug has been a free publication of the Armenian
Youth Federation for many years.
If you would like to make a donation to the Haytoug in
order to help out with production costs, please contact our
offices or visit us online to make an electronic donation:
Armenian Youth Federation
104 North Belmont Street, Suite 206
Glendale, California 91206
www.ayfwest.org

We thank you in advance for your support and we hope you
enjoyed this issue of the Haytoug.

